
1 Introduction 
● Background 

○ Availability of tutors 
○ Benefit of tutors on university campuses: DFWI Rates and major retention 
○ Need for consolidation of tutoring resources on campuses and in current market 
○ University students are qualified, yet they won’t tutor since scheduling and payment are 

not convenient 
● Problems and their characteristics 

○ Current tutoring resources on campus and in market don’t suffice 
○ Existing resources are separated by departments and not centralized, leading to lack of 

student knowledge and usage of them 
○ University students would tutor if it was easier. No centralized platform currently exists to 

make that happen 
○ Figures 

■ 1.1, 1.2 
● Summarize how Tutor Dash is going to mitigate the problems and how it will do this. 

 

2 Tutor Dash Product Description 
● The Solution (Tutor Dash) and characteristics 

○ How does Tutor Dash affect the current process flow? 
○ Basic usage flow (how is it better than the current process?) 

● Tutor Dash will be a mobile android app. How does it make everything easier? 
○ Mention the current process flows and where they are flawed 
○ Show the current process flows for Tutor Dash and explain why it improves the current 

processes (for both tutors and tutees) 
○ Introduce the figures for current process and explain their flaws. End it by explaining what 

Tutor Dash will do to fix this. 
○ Figures 

■ 1.3, 1.4 
 

2.1 Objectives and Goals of Tutor Dash 
● Create a product that fills the gaps that exist in the current private tutoring market. 
● Create a centralized tutoring platform amongst university students (several university student 

bodies in the RWP, but only ODU in prototype) 
● Have users actually use the product (develop a customer base) 
● Long term goal would be to expand this to multiple universities and establish repeat customers 
● Have university students utilize tutoring with less stigma (more or less the ultimate long-term 

goal) 
 

2.2 Features and Capabilities 
● Explain how all of the following fit into the current model, and justify as to why we are being 

innovative (basically, we are using pieces of what already exist, but consolidating them all into 
one app) 

○ Constraining the user-base strictly to university students 
○ Qualifying tutors in real-time based on previously-taken courses 
○ Implementing multiple rating systems for both tutors and tutees 



○ Providing a toggling availability option for both tutors and tutees 
○ Allowing any course at any given university to be offered in-app 
○ Implementing open availability and 24/7 scheduling 
○ Providing a meaningful notification system 
○ Implementing in-app chat 
○ Giving tutors the ability to deny meeting requests 
○ Automatically calculating competitive pay-rates based on market parameters 
○ Allowing for both in-person and online meetings 
○ Providing a mechanism for automatic payments within the app.  

 
2.3 Major Functional Components 

● Display the MFCD here and touch on what classifies an entity, hardware, and software. 
● Touch on why it is put together the way it is (elaborate on the flow). 
● Figures 

○ 2 
 

2.3.1 Software 
○ GUI 
○ User Account 
○ Network 
○ Database (Firebase) 
○ Parsing Algorithm 
○ Google Calendar API 
○ Braintree API (payments) 
○ Google Maps API 

 

2.3.2 Hardware 
○ Android smartphones 

 

2.3.3 Entities 
○ University students 

■ Tutors 
■ Tutees 

○ University Registrar 
○ Student email 
○ User G Suite 

 

3. Identification of Case Study 
● Current projected customers 

○ Current ODU students seeking tutoring 
○ Current ODU students seeking to tutor 

■ Private tutors looking to expand their client base 
■ Students looking to make extra money by tutoring when they have some free 

time 



● A centralized platform for all tutoring needs would greatly benefit the school in which the app is 
located, and the students using the app. 

○ Pass/Fail/Withdraw rates could decrease because more tutoring = more understanding = 
better grades (reference presentations for the exact source reference) 

○ Students save their grades/money 
● Future projected customers 

○ Students seeking tutoring advertisement/services on other college campuses 
 

4 Tutor Dash Prototype Description 
● Touch on what is going to be in this section (RWP vs. prototype, UI/UX, Firebase) 
● How will our prototype differ from the RWP? 
● Tables 

○ 1 
○ There will be a lot of mocked up data (View the RWP vs. prototype figure). 
○ No blacklists 
○ No appeals for ratings (meaning that no one can contact Tutor Dash directly and say “I 

want you to investigate this incident because it is affecting me negatively”). 
○ No deposits on sessions (threat of poor ratings will deter users from cancelling or not 

showing up) 
○ We won’t account for users lying about being in meetings when they aren’t (e.g., The 

tutee doesn’t show up to a meeting, but says he/she is there, and he/she also says that 
the tutor is there. Meanwhile, the tutor says the tutee didn’t show up...so what happens 
regarding ratings and payments? We are not accounting for it). Solving these issues 
requires human resources. 

● The Tutor Dash prototype will serve as a proof-of-concept for the real world product. The core 
features of the application that will be implemented include the verification and qualification 
algorithms for applying tutors, the rating system, and the utilization of existing APIs to handle 
tutoring sessions via web conferencing. 

○ Essentially, we consolidate everything that already exists, but we add new features like 
pay-rate calculation and make automating meeting setup/payments much more 
convenient. 

 

4.1 Prototype Architecture 
● Use this section as a way of introducing the big picture for the prototype (everything from the 

RWP MFCD stays except we are just using ODU for university registrar). 
● Make sure to reference the RWP MFCD when you discuss this. 

 

4.1.1 Prototype Hardware 
○ End user Android phone 

 

4.1.2 Prototype Software 
○ Firebase database server 

■ Will hold all user data necessary for major functions 
○ Android OS 

■ Will run the app for the user 
○ Braintree 



■ Will process payment for both parties 
○ Algorithms 

■ Will leverage several APIs, including Google Calendar API, Google Maps API, 
and various Firebase APIs 

■ Touch on all of these and explain how they will work in the context of the 
software as a whole 

● PDF transcript parser 
● Relative distance calculator 
● Pay-rate calculator 
● Web-conference creator 
● Payment logic 

 

4.2 Critical Design Components 
● We have three components that essentially make up the entire app (reference the design 

presentation for help). Summarize all of them and explain their significance as a whole to the 
product. 

○ Database (Firebase) - acting as our network/server 
○ UI/UX - serves as the front-end to deliver content in a manageable and clear way 
○ Algorithms - serve as the back-end, and will handle most of the app’s functionality (these 

are what really make it unique). 
 

4.2.1 Database 
○ Firebase 

■ No SQL, JSON, document-based database 
■ Cloud storage (Team member has working experience with Firebase) 
■ Scalability 
■ Easy-to-use APIs designed for android apps 
■ Explain the schema 

○ Tables 
■ 2 

 

4.2.2 UI/UX 
○ 4 phases 

■ Login/signup 
■ Tutor/tutee discovery 
■ Session selection 
■ Active session 

○ 2 views 
■ Settings/options 
■ User profile 

○ Figures 
■ 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.6, 3.7 

 

4.2.3 Algorithms 
○ Summarize what each of these are doing and why they are necessary. Reference the 

website and designs for purpose, tools, and parameters. 



■ PDF transcript parser 
■ Relative distance calculator 
■ Pay-rate calculator 
■ Web-conference creator 
■ Payment logic 

○ Figures 
■ 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 

 

4.3 Prototype Features and Capabilities 
● What does the prototype demonstrate? 

○ The prototype will demonstrate a user friendly application that will allow customers to 
connect to their respective counterpart.  

○ This will include a simple to use payment method. 
○ An intuitive UI. 
○ Simple transcript input portion to prove knowledge base. 
○ Simple connection to a Google Hangout meeting and/or a specific location meet up. 
○ User rating system. 
○ A chat windows for both tutor and tutee to communicate. 

● Why is that significant in showing how the problem is solved? 
○ The objective is to create a centralized, understandable platform so that there are no 

frictions when an individual is looking for tutoring help. If the application has an intuitive 
design, simple tutor/tutee finder, and a method of spontaneous meetup, then the 
objective will be achieved. 

● How have you demonstrated success? 
○ We will demonstrate success by providing a prototype with minimal product bugs. 
○ The developed prototype will inherently solve the problem defined by the case study by 

creating a centralized environment where tutors and tutees can provide or seek out 
tutoring services. 

○ RWP and Prototype will differ, as there are fewer requirements for a working product 
(add reference to figure here…) 

 

4.4 Risks and Mitigations 
● How does the prototype address the CS 410 project risk mitigation? 

○ The rating system will address poor tutees/tutors. 
■ This encompasses user abuses. 

○ PDF transcript parser will mitigate tutors faking qualifications 
○ Tutor/tutee leaves a false negative review 

■ This will be balanced out by using averages on the rating system, as well as 
allowing users to challenge false reviews. 

○ User does not show up for specific meeting. 
■ We will preallocate payments using braintree. 

○ Users will try to book overlapping sessions. 
■ Google Calendar API will mitigate this issue. 

○ Tutors does not have the hardware to adequately using web conferencing. 
■ The rating system will resolve this issue. 

● Figures 
○ 5.1, 5.2 



 

4.5 Prototype Objectives and Goals 
● Describe the functional goals and objectives. 

○ Clean UI/ease of use. 
○ Find a tutee/tutor in a timely manner. 
○ Proper payment system. 
○ Proper connection to a medium for the tutoring session. 
○ Rating system. 

 
4.6 Prototype Development Challenges 

● Most team members are inexperienced in Android app development 
● Implementing web conferencing algorithm (permissions issues dealing with other user’s G Suites) 
● Working with Braintree API that handles payments 
● Connecting the user interface to the backend algorithms and database 
● Receiving messages between users in real time 
● Handling of funds between tutees and tutors 
● Handshake agreement to initialize start of meeting 
● Getting alerted about potential compatible tutors/tutees 
● Receiving a competitive rate accurately calculated based on a variety of factors 
● Testing the user experience 
● Development time constraints 

 
5 Glossary 

● Course-specific tutoring: Academic assistance services provided for a particular course at a 
particular university. 

● DFWI: An acronym for Drop/Fail/Withdraw/Incomplete. This relates to university course 
incompletion status. 

● DFWI rates: Represents the ratio of university students who do not complete their courses to 
students who do complete their courses. 

● Direct Competitor: Another product or company which is solely involved in the same domain 
space as Tutor Dash. 

● Entity: A person, object, or external server that serves as a leveraged functional component of 
the Tutor Dash product. 

● FERPA: The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act is a United States federal law that 
protects the privacy of educational records. 

● Indirect Competitor: Another product or company which is involved in the same domain space 
as Tutor Dash, but doesn’t not focus solely in that space. 

● Tester: Individuals responsible for testing the quality of the software. 
● Tutee: A university student seeking academic assistance. 
● Tutor: A university student offering independent tutoring services that are qualified based off 

previously taken courses. 
● Uber: A ride-hailing company that offers the Uber mobile app, which you can use to submit a trip 

request that is automatically sent to an Uber driver near to you, alerting the driver to your location. 
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